Lesson Plan Idea Format

**Grade Level & Subject Area:** Kindergarten Language Arts – Little Writer

**Standards/Framework (Common Core, NAEYC, Mid-level ....):**

Common Core RF.K.1

**Theme/Series of Lessons (if Not applicable, put N/A. If it is part of a series, of lessons, tell me, give a BRIEF description of the overall and tell me where this particular lesson fits):**

This lesson is the beginning of foundational skills and print skills.

**Time (is this a 1 day 50 minute lesson, 5 day 1 hour lesson, once a week over a month lesson....):**

This lesson is daily throughout Kindergarten. There is not just one particular day, week, or month we set aside for this lesson. For a brief overview of this lesson, it will be 30 minutes 5 days a week.

**What do the students already know? (This could be the Intro or they have learned information before starting this lesson):**

The children know their ABC’s and that in order to get words on paper, they have to write them.

**Objective (What are the students’ going to accomplish):**

The students will accomplish writing their letters, shapes, numbers, and words.
Materials: Mini white board, marker, pencil, paper, iPad, Little Writer

Procedure:

1. I will introduce what we will be learning to write: letters, shapes, numbers, and high frequency words for kindergarten.
2. In that order, we will practice on our white boards together.
3. We will then split and half will get iPads and practice on Little Writer, and the other half will get pencil and paper and work.

Assessment (How will the students’ show you that the objective has been met):

I will verbally assess the students. I will walk around and check on the growth of each student.

A Brief Description Of The Entire Lesson - Plus Any Additional Information to be Included:

This entire lesson will encompass students beginning to write. It will show them the correct way on how to scribe letters, words, shapes, symbols, and numbers.

(I should be able to see and understand your entire lesson by reading this. Remember, Technology is not the lesson. It enhances the lesson)